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Abstract—Despite the large number of quality models and
publicly available quality assessment tools like PMD, Checkstyle,
or FindBugs, very few studies have investigated the use of quality
models by developers in their daily activities. One reason for
this lack of studies is the absence of integrated environments
for monitoring the evolution of software quality. We propose
SQUANER (Software QUality ANalyzER), a framework for
monitoring the evolution of the quality of object-oriented systems.
SQUANER connects directly to the SVN of a system, extracts
the source code, and perform quality evaluations and faults
predictions every time a commit is made by a developer. After
quality analysis, a feedback is provided to developers with
instructions on how to improve their code.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large object-oriented software systems are now pervasive
in our society. They play a vital role in our everyday life
and are increasingly more and more complex. Their quality
is thus of major importance. Moreover, the current trend in
outsourcing development and maintenance requires means to
measure quality with great details and monitor its evolution.
Because the code is geographically distributed and developers
generally have a limited knowledge of the entire system
under development, changes on parts of the code sometimes
invalidate the original design of the system, causing the design
to degrade and therefore negatively impacting the overall
quality of the system.
Thus, being able to monitor the quality of the system
and provide quick feedback to developers working on parts
of a system is essential to control and improve the quality
of the system. Many pioneers of software engineering like
Pfleeger recommend that more time be spent to communicate
the big picture of systems under development to everyone in
every position: “The people working on the pieces need to
know how their one piece fits into the entire architecture”
[1]. Early detection of defects in code is very important to
reduce software development costs. Megen and Meyerhoff
[2] observed that the costs of fixing defects in systems grow
dramatically when defects are found late.
In this paper, we propose SQUANER (Software QUality
ANalyzER), a framework for monitoring the quality of objectoriented systems. The contribution of SQUANER comparatively to other quality assessment tools like Squale and Sonar

is it continuous evaluation of the systems under development,
and its non-dependance on specific technologies, like Maven:
SQUANER connects directly to the SVN of a system, extracts
the source code, perform design patterns, antipatterns and
code smells detections, perform quality evaluations and faults
predictions every time a commit is made by a developer. After
quality analysis, a feedback is provided to developers with
instructions on how to improve their code. Contrary to Sonar,
SQUANER is not dependant on Maven, and can be extended
to analyze Maven projects as well.
With its focus on early defects detection and quality evaluation, SQUANER will help reduce a substantial amount
of systems’ budgets and save development time [2]. In a
distributed development scenario, SQUANER provides to all
developers working on parts of a system, a feedback on the
overall quality of the system; thus increasing their knowledge
of the system and enabling an effective quality control.
With SQUANER, the research community will benefit a
new tool for evolution studies. Its continuous quality assessment, design patterns and design smells detections offer the
possibility to perform interesting studies such as: the analysis
of system decay, the effectiveness of quality analysis tools, or
their impact on developers behavior and software development
practices.
II. SQUANER
SQUANER is a framework built in layers. Figure 1 gives an
overview of SQUANER’s architecture and Figure 2 describes
the components of SQUANER analyzer.
Once a commit is made in the SVN of a project, the
source code is checked out and the parser PADL creator is
used to build a PADL model of the system. PADL creator
is based on the meta-model PADL [3] and provide parsers
for C, C++, and Java. From this model of the system,
metrics values are computed with the component POM by
applying each metric on each class of the model. POM is a
framework that offers more than 60 different metrics from the
literature, including class-method import and export coupling
[4]; Coupling Between Objects (CBO), and Weighted Method
Count (WMC) [5]; Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM5)
[6]; ‘C’ connectivity of a class [7]; numbers of new, inherited,
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and overridden methods and total number of methods [8]; Cyclomatic Complexity Metric (CC) [9]; numbers of hierarchical
levels below a class and class-to-leaf depth [10].
The component Pattern detection is responsible for design patterns detection. This component is based on PTIDEJ
[11] which implements the detection approach DeMIMA by
Guéhéneuc and Antoniol [12] and the approaches by Kaczor
et al. [13] and Ng et al. [14]. Combining these approaches,
PTIDEJ is able to detect 13 design motifs, namely: Abstract
Factory, Adapter, Command, Composite, Decorator, Factory
Method, Observer, Prototype, Singleton, State, Strategy, Template Method, and Visitor.
The component Smell detection is responsible for antipatterns and code smells detections. This component implements
the method DECOR (Defect dEtection for CORrection) by
Moha et al. [15], to specify and identify antipatterns and
code smells. DECOR is a detection approach based on a
thorough domain analysis of code smells and antipatterns
in the literature; analysis on which is based a domain-

specific language. DECOR is able to detect the following antipatterns from [16], [17]: AntiSingleton, Blob, ClassDataShouldBePrivate (CDSBP), ComplexClass, LargeClass,
LazyClass, LongMethod, LongParameterList (LPL), MessageChains, RefusedParentBequest (RPB), SpaghettiCode,
SpeculativeGenerality (SG), SwissArmyKnife. These antipatterns are representative of design and implementation problems with data, complexity, size, and the features provided by
a class. In addition to these antipatterns, DECOR also detects
the following code smells: AbstractClass, ChildClass, ClassGlobalVariable, ClassOneMethod, ComplexClassOnly, ControllerClass, DataClass, FewMethods, FieldPrivate, FieldPublic, FunctionClass, HasChildren, LargeClass, LargeClassOnly,
LongMethod, LongParameterListClass, LowCohesionOnly,
ManyAttributes, MessageChainsClass, MethodNoParameter,
MultipleInterface, NoInheritance, NoPolymorphism, NotAbstract, NotComplex, OneChildClass, ParentClassProvidesProtected, RareOverriding, TwoInheritance.
The component Squaner model implements a meta-model
taking into account the history of systems as an explicit entity
similarly to Hismo [18]. This meta-model builds on top of
our existing meta-model PADL which describes structural
information. The Squaner model can also analyse Maven
projects and therefore is able to integrate and extend Sonar
modules.
The component Qmood implements the quality model
QMOOD by Bansiya and Davis [19]. QMOOD consists in
six equations that established relationships between six objectoriented design quality characteristics (reusability, flexibility, understandability, functionality, extendibility, and effectiveness) and 11 identified structural design properties of
the object-oriented paradigm among which: encapsulation,
coupling, polymorphism, data abstraction, and hierarchies.

QMOOD is one of the most used and most referenced models
in recent studies.
The component Pqmod implements the quality model PQMOD by Khomh and Guéhéneuc [20]. This quality model is
composed of seven rules for the evaluation of the quality of
systems by taking into account their design. These rules are
defined for expandability, generality, modularity, modularity at
runtime, understandability, reusability, scalability.
The component Squad implements two BBNs models that
allow the prediction of faulty classes in systems by taking into
account their metric values, their design smells and design
patterns.
The component Monitoring project contains project monitors that are responsible for the scheduling of all the tasks
involved in the analysis of systems, while the component Monitoring system schedules the executions of projects monitors.

III. U SAGE S CENARIO

After each developer contribution in the SVN repository,
SQUANER detects the new changes automatically and downloads the new code. A series of analysis of this source code
is then performed through the various components described
in Section II. These analysis are performed following a configuration set beforehand by developers or quality managers.
The configuration consists in choosing metrics, quality models,
design patterns and design defects of interest and the frequency
of their analysis.
Following the analysis, an email is sent to the development
team summarizing the results, highlighting the more risky
classes and providing advices on how to improve the code.
With these emails, developers can have an overview of the
evolution of the quality of the system since the last revision.
Moreover, all the development team is aware of the impact
of the new contribution on the overall quality of the system.
Figure 3 presents the structure of the emails.
All the analysis results are stored in the SQUANER
database to enable monitoring the evolution of the quality.
SQUANER provides two means to access these information in
the database: First, via a web interface at http://www.ptidej.net/
research/squaner/; developers and quality analysts can browse
through the packages and classes of a system and visualize
detailed data on different quality characteristics. Figure 4
illustrates the visualization of results through the web site of
SQUANER. Second, developers and quality analysts can use
web services to schedule regular automatic quality evaluations
or access the information on the quality of systems stored in
the database. They can also use web services to suggest or
comment on some evolution actions as a feedback to other
developers; for example, when they identify problems that
they cannot resolve because they do not fit their skills and
knowledge.

Fig. 3. Example of generated quality feedback email (The e-mail was edited
to fit the space)

IV. R ELATED W ORK
Some quality assessment tools have been proposed in the
open source community, among these, Sonar1 , and Squale 2 are
the most mature projects. Sonar uses various static code analysis tools such as Checkstyle, PMD, FindBugs, and Clover to
extract software metrics for quality assessments and statistical
visualization tools to report information on the quality of the
systems. Squale implements existing standard quality models,
such as ISO/IEC 9126, McCall and use a weather metaphor to
report the quality of the systems. Although these tools can be
apply on systems to evaluate their quality, they do not provide
means to perform a continuous quality evaluation. Moreover,
contrary to SQUANER which is nonintrusive as it accesses
the source code directly from SVN repositories, Sonar and
Squale are tools which need some training from developers
and quality managers to be fully effective.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented SQUANER, a framework for
monitoring the quality of object-oriented systems. SQUANER
connects directly to the SVN of a system, extracts the source
code, perform design patterns, antipatterns and code smells
detections, perform quality evaluations and faults predictions
1 http://www.sonarsource.org/
2 http://www.squale.org/
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every time a commit is made by a developer. After quality
analysis, a feedback is provided to developers with instructions
on how to improve their code. With SQUANER, developers
and quality analysts can also use web services to schedule
regular automatic quality evaluations, to suggest or comment
on some evolution actions as a feedback to other developers,
or to access information on the quality of systems stored in a
database. SQUANER is freely available online at the following
location: http://www.ptidej.net/research/squaner/.
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